MAID CAFÉ DANCE
Aud 4, 1:30PM-2:00PM
Come see what our maid café is all about as our maids (and butlers) put on a spectacular dance show for you!
ANIME NAME THAT TUNE
Aud 4, 2:00PM-3:30PM
Test your anime music knowledge in this amazing game show!
COSPLAY CONTEST
Lec 1, 3:00PM-4:00PM
Like to dress up and get into character? Enter the Cosplay Contest! Be sure to sign up at the main table and
show up at the allotted time.
ONTAKU – THE ANIME BAND
Aud 4, 4:00PM-5:30PM
OP and ED are critical components of anime. A nice OP can get you ready to enjoy the anime and a touching
ED can have you burst into tears. Enjoy the awesome music that will remind you of the anime that you love! If
you are a fan of anime, a fan of music, or even better, BOTH, come and be an “ontaku”! Hibike!
ANIME JEOPARDY!
Lec 1, 4:00PM-5:30PM
Test your knowledge and become the next Ken Jennings of anime!

HOW TO CREATE YOUR OWN ANIME STORY
Lec 1, 12:30PM-1:30PM
Ever dreamed of creating your own masterpiece after watching (or reading) some really good anime
(manga/game/light novel)? Ever felt the urge to write something better when a really bad show ruined your
day? Then this panel is for you. The panel will elaborate on how to create anime (or any other medium related
to anime) stories by discussing the world-building process, character design, and plot creation in anime as well
as going through some good and bad examples of anime story writing to investigate the do's and don’ts when
generating anime stories.
RESIN CASTING WORKSHOP
Lec 1, 2:00PM-3:00PM
Learn how to do resin casting with silicone molds and quick-curing resin and make things like keychains.
THE CRINGIEST OF FANFICTION
Lec 1, 7:00PM-8:30PM
Join us as we read the worst and cringiest of fanfiction.
ANIMEMES: A HISOTRY IN DEGENERACY (18+)
Lec 1, 8:30PM-9:30PM

We were born too late to explore the Earth and too early to explore the Universe. Fortunately, we live at just
the right time to experience both Anime AND Memes. We will be exploring the creation, evolution, and overall
dankness of these memes; and will eventually showcase some of the finer specimens created by our very own
club. Come join us as we delve into the world of Animemes.
LAD PALACE: AFTER HOURS (18+)
Lec 1, 9:30PM-11:00PM
The history of Animania is as interesting as it is long; and perhaps these most recent years have been the most
eventful yet. Luckily, at your service are several young lads, long time members of the club, that are willing to
guide you through it all. Come join us as we complain about the bad times and reminisce upon the good ones;
and along the way, maybe gain an appreciation for what Animania is as a club.

MIIRA NO KAIKATA
HOW TO KEEP A MUMMY
Lec 2, 10:00AM-11:15AM
Kashiwagi Sora is living a normal high school student life, when his "adventurer" father sends him a mummy
from his travels in Egypt! Sora balks at the letter from his crazy dad ("I found a cool mummy, so I decided to
leave it with you, son!"), but the mummy that emerges from inside the huge coffin is a mere 12 centimeters
tall--small enough to fit in the palm of his hand. Not only that, it's shy, a crybaby, and most of all, extremely
cute. And so, Sora ends up keeping the mummy, naming his new little buddy "Mii-kun." But living with a
mummy might be easier said than done...
BOKU NO HERO ACADEMIA
MY HERO ACADEMIA
Lec 2, 11:15AM-1:30PM
Izuku has dreamt of being a hero all his life—a lofty goal for anyone, but especially challenging for a kid with
no superpowers. That’s right; in a world where eighty percent of the population has some kind of superpowered “quirk,” Izuku was unlucky enough to be born completely normal. But that’s not enough to stop him
from enrolling in one of the world’s most prestigious hero academies.
NET-JUU NO SUSUME
RECOVERY OF AN MMO JUNKIE
Lec 2, 2:00PM-3:15PM
Morioka Moriko (♀) is 30, single, and a NEET. She has dropped out of the real world. Searching for a safe
place, the place she ended up... is the online world!! In this online game, Moriko starts a new life as a
handsome young man with silky hair named Hayashi. However, she’s an obvious noob and ends up dying
numerous times when a lovely girl named “Lily” lends her a helping hand. Meanwhile IRL, she ends up having
a shocking encounter with a mysterious handsome salaryman named Sakurai Yuta. After meeting him, the real
world starts to change and starts affecting her online world as well!
MAHOUTSUKAI NO Y OME
THE ANCIENT MAGUS’ BRIDE
Lec 2, 3:15PM-4:30PM
Hatori Chise has lived a life full of neglect and abuse, devoid of anything resembling love. Far from the warmth
of family, she has had her share of troubles and pitfalls. Just when all hope seems lost, a fateful encounter

awaits her. When a man with the head of a beast, wielding strange powers, obtains her through a slave
auction, Chise's life will never be the same again. The man is a "magus", a sorcerer of great power, who
decides to free Chise from the bonds of captivity. The magus then makes a bold statement: Chise will become
his apprentice--and his bride!
KEKKAI SENSEN
BLOOD BLOCKADE BATTLEFRONT
Lec 2, 4:30PM-5:45PM
A breach between Earth and the netherworld has opened up over the city of New York, trapping New Yorkers
and creatures from other dimensions in an impenetrable bubble. Leonardo, a young reporter, finds himself
within this new city and gets recruited into a secret society called "Libra," acting as a crime-fighting group in
which Leonardo aids through a power forced on him when he was younger.

